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In classical analysis, if a complex valued function f(z) is regular
and satisfies ]f(z)l-[z] in a circle ]z]<R in complex plane, then
f(z)=dz, that is, f(z) is linear. We expect that an isometric analytic
function is also linear in complex Banaeh spaces. An isometric
analytic function is linear in fact if it is analyie on whole spaces
but is not necessarily linear if it is defined on a bounded domain in
complex Banaeh spaces.
be complex
Let E, E be complex Banach spaces and a,
numbers. An E-valued function defined on a domain D in E is
analytic : in D, if it is continuous strongly and admits Gateau
differential in D. An analytic function h,(x) which satisfies h,(ax)
--ah(x) for an arbitrary complex number a and an arbitrary point
x in E is called a homogeneous polynomial of degree n.
Theorem 1. If an E-wlued function f(x) is analytic in the
sphere [lx]R in E and satisfies [[f(x)llK[[x[[ ’, then

f(x)where R, K and m are constants and h,(x) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree n.
Proof. Since f(x)is analytic in the sphere ][xl[<R, we have

f(x)nO

where h(x) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree n and
1

flf(axda,

for n=l, 2, 3,... and C is a circle ]al-r such that

l<r<-R-llxl[

Then, we have

h (x)ll

r

C

2

rn

,

since [f(ax)[lKllqxli or [lax[[<R. Since r can be taken as close as
we like to 1, we have lh(x)lllxll or []xl]<R. Clearly, ][x[[
Then, I?llh(x)ll
<R if 2[<1, and we have ,h(x)lllxll

l][x

.

If n<m, [[h(x)[[l-[lx]]

,

.

for 0<]1. Let
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tend to zero and we have IIh,(x)II-O for an arbitrary point in the
sphere IIxll<R. Thus we can easily see that h(x)-O for n<m.
This completes the proof.
Theorem 2. If an E’-valued function f(x) defined in a sphere
l]xll<R in E is analytic and stisfies [[f(x)il-[lxl[ ", then f(x)-,h(x)
and Ilf(x)ll-llh(x)ll-llxll
Proof. Appealing to Theorem 1, we have f(x)=,h(x). Since
llaxll<R for an arbitrary point x in a sphere llxIl<R and
On the other hand, Ilf<x)ll
we have Ilf<x)ll-llxll -lal ’llxlI:
11 h(x)II-llII h(z)-ll. Then, we have llzll-ll
for 0<la[<l. Let a tend to zero, we have lixll -lIh(x)l[. Since
x is an arbitrary point in the sphere llxll<R, we can easily have

llh(x)lllixll

.

Especially, for m-l, we have the following Corollary.
Corollary. If an E’-valued function f(x) d@ned in a sphere
lxl[ < R in E is analytic and isometric, then f(x)-h(x) and lf@)ll

In the same way, we can prove the following modified extended
Liouville’s theorem. ))

Theorem 3. Let E’-valued function f(x) be an analytic function
d@ned for all finite values in E. If llf(x)llO(lixll ) as
f(x) is a polynomial of degree m at most.
From Theorems 1 and 8, we can easi!y have following theorem.
Theorem $. If an E’-valued function f(x) is analytic on whole
space E and satisfies lf(x)ilKllll for all finite values in E, then
f(x) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree m.
Corollary. If an E’-valued function f(x) d@ned on whole points
in E is analytic in E and satisfies Ilf(x)ll-lIxll then f(x) is a homogeneous polynomial of degree m. Especially, if IIf(z)il-ilxll, f(x) is
linear.
Thus we see that an E’-valued function f(x) is linear if it is
analytic and isometric on whole space, but f(x)is not necessarily
linear and satisfies only llf(x)II-llhx(x)II, if it is isometric and analytic in a bounded domain as Corollary of Theorem 2 and following
examples show.
Let be complex-D-spaces. Put

,

f(z)-

(N+z
zk--], z(__
2N /

zk-(N+z)
2N--

,

which is an 9-valued function defined in a circle ]z]<N in complex

plane, where

(N
k 2N]

is considered on one branch of its Riemann
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surfaces. Then f(z) is a one-valued analytic function and

llf(z)ll- Sup lzl N+z

"1’

Moreover, ]]hl(z)]l-]z] since

Izl .Sup N+z

z
z
,h(z)-(2’-/2:-’

z

""V=2

That

is, f(z) is isometric and analytic in [z[<N and yet is non-linear.
Put
g(z)-(z, z,..., z,...),
which is an -valued function defined in the circle ]z]<l in complex plane. Then g(z) is analytic in ]z]<l and satisfies [[g(z)][and yet is not linear. Since l]g(z)]]- + if ]z] >1, ]z]-I is a natural
boundary of a domain lz]<l in which g(z) is analytic and isometric.
Put
h(z)-(z, z,..., z O, O, 0,...),
which is an -value polynomial of degree n defined in complex
plane. Then
when
[[h(z)][- [z[,
when [zl 1.
[z]
That is, h(z) is isometric and analytic in a circle [z[<l and [[h(z)[]
These examples shows us that there exist
=O([z[ ) as [z[+
analytic functions which are added to homogeneous polynomials without changing their norms.
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,

.
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